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ASTROLOGY

Consult US In-Depth 

GET IN TOUCH

Contact India: +91 908 708 2345

Whats App: 908 708 2345

Skype: live:d288474a3b909e

E-mail: contactus@tyoga.org

Web: www.tyoga.org/citta-astrology

Citta Astrology is as

Ancient as it Gets!



HOW IT WORKS.. .

This is a very unique service, available at

a time when it is most needed - due to

issues people are experiencing in the

World today from COVID-19, lifestyle,

depression and a host of other things

people must deal with. It is a non-profit

service and monies generated go to our

projects in helping people in need. 

 

Please mail us at contactus@tyoga.org

to set up an appointment. 

 

Live consultations are conducted

through WhatsApp or Skype. A single

reading, includes an hour and a half

session, addressing special questions

and issues that the person concerned

wishes to explore. Understanding one’s

karma is very important as this is the very

base of everything in  life, and what we

are subjected to. Follow-ups are also

available, under our ‘Keep in Touch

Programme’ as planetary movements are

constantly shaping our lives, based on

our actions - good or bad.   Thereby

guiding one to work through the karmic

strains with restorative and harmonizing

remedial measures.  

 

Please note: Sivaguruswami

consultations are in high demand and

typically have a waiting list.

HIS HOLINESS

Sivaguruswami is a Spiritual Master in Citta

Astrology who has taken Sanyas 16 years

ago. Sivaguruswami is a disciple of the

teachings of the ancient Tamil Masters – one

of the oldest living practicing civilisations on

earth. With the Grace of Lord Bhairva he

focuses on his spiritual practice to help

others in need, guiding and advising them.

Consultations are clear, direct and practical.

He is a highly accomplished counsellor,

educator and guide to help anyone tap into

their full potential and purpose in life, by

bringing both depth and simplicity into his

readings.

 

Sivaguruswami is one of the few who

understands the true secrets of Karma. He

has perfected skilled methods to optimize

one’s karma and align people to the right

track through yogic insight.

 

For those interested in spiritual nature and

personal journeys, he will empower you with

a deeper spiritual connection, through

understanding the planetary influences

behind our lives and its deepest levels of

meaning.

OUR STORY

TYOGA, is a Centre of Ancient Yogic

Studies and Teachings in the CITTA

TRADITION. Citta Astrology is as ancient as

it gets, originating from the Tamil Heart

land of South India, given to us by

Immortals known as Cittars over 10,000

years ago and handed down to us by other

Cittars.This science, crafted across many

generations, is very unusual and unique, as

it provides solutions to problems and

issues that a person is going through,

giving remedy to personal issues and, most

importantly, offering a positive direction to

move forward in life.

TODAY IN 2020

The world today is in turmoil. It is affecting

everyone differently one way or another in

unimaginable ways. People are in the

doldrums, not knowing how to handle daily

life based on the present situation. Looking

for solutions in what the future can be for

them is an important step to take now.

His Holiness Siva Guru Swami


